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World trade at record highs
The business cycle is maturing
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Strong demand and bottlenecks
Sustained or transitory inflation?
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Inflation risks greater than in a long time…

…especially in the US
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Central banks move towards tightening
Risks to growth longer out
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High growth with focus on shortages
Labour demand at all-time high
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Unemployment is falling
Less risk of persistence
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Norges Bank is hiking rates
Reaction to very tight labour market
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Heading for the tightest labour market in a decade
Below previous lows next year
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Companies signal prices hikes
Risks tilted to higher inflation
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Soft Riksbank stays on hold
Inflation in focus

“The risks with reducing stimulation 

measures too early are therefore still 

judged to be greater than the risks of 

retaining them too long.”

Riksbank MPR September 2021
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A new phase

• Maturing business cycle

• Central banks are moving towards tightening

• The Nordics have recovered well

• Lots of shortages – risk of overheating
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